THE SPIRITUAL REPORT

CORE VALUE: Faith

PATTERN: Prayer and seeking, belief driven

I LIVE FOR: Synchronicity and a higher power

I’M AT MY HAPPIEST: When I feel peace

HABIT TO BREAK: Magical thinking

YOU MIGHT BE A SPIRITUAL IF: You feel and see

MY STYLE: Feminine, relaxed, flowy. I love transparancy; white and crystals

BEAUTY PROFILE: Water is calming and heavenly to you. You engage with beauty through scent and rituals like showers and baths

KISSING STYLE: On the lips with two hands on the cheeks

DREAM GETAWAY: An Ashram of retreat

MY IDEA OF A GOOD TIME: Yoga, meditation and connecting on a deep level with others

WHICH SPIRITUAL ARCHETYPE ARE YOU?

HEALER/SHAMAN Knowledgeable of the healing of Gods and soul

SAINT Humble, selfless, uplifting and always willing to help in a crisis

RELIGIOUS SERVANT Humble, kind and disciplined; inspirational teachers and friends

MYSTIC Inspiring and capable of invoking ecstasy with even more potency than poets or musicians

GURU Like seeing people become their best selves; empathetic in a parental way

CELIBATE You are devoted to a spiritual practice that has turned on your light and turned off your desire for sex

MISSIONARY You are on a mission that you feel called to

MARTYR Your life and soul has been called to sacrifice for the greater good

SAMARITAN You are simply a good person with absolutely no agenda

DISCIPLE You are a devotee of a spiritual leader or guru
FAMOUS SPIRITUALS

EVANGELISTS
BILLY GRAHAM
T.D. JAKES
JOEL OSTEEN

HOLY SERVANTS
DALAI LAMA
POPE FRANCIS
MOTHER TERESA

SPIRITUAL THOUGHT LEADERS
DEEPAK CHOPRA
ELIZABETH LESSER
CAROLINE MYSS
ECKHART TOLLE
MARIANNE WILLIAMSON
OPRAH WINFREY

Only God can look at somebody’s heart.
—Joel Osteen

ArcheSCOPES

spiritual + ARIES
THE ACTIVE SPIRITUALIST: A restlessness within is likely to take you far and wide in pursuit of enlightening experiences.

spiritual + TAURUS
THE EARTHY SPIRITUALIST: You find great comfort in the slow and peaceful ways of spirit.

spiritual + GEMINI
THE INTELLECTUAL SPIRITUALIST: You accord importance first and foremost to the philosophy and ideas behind your beliefs.

spiritual + CANCER
THE EMOTIONAL SPIRITUALIST: Your innate sensitivity to the world, spiritual cancer, informs your beliefs and ideals.

spiritual + LEO
THE ENTERTAINING SPIRITUALIST: You feel passionately about your beliefs and ideals and often want to use them to inspire others.

spiritual + VIRGO
THE QUIET SPIRITUALIST: The inner journey is a lifeline for you as it helps counter the constant chatter and worry that plague you.

spiritual + SCORPIO
THE SOULFUL SPIRIT: Nothing you do is halfway, and you seek nothing less than a transformational experience.

spiritual + SAGITTARIUS
THE UPLIFTING SPIRIT: You pore over all kinds of ideologies, philosophies, religions, and beliefs.

spiritual + CAPRICORN
THE SPIRITUAL ACHIEVER: What drives you is making sense of the banality, hypocrisy, and cruelty of this world.

spiritual + AQUARIUS
THE SPIRITUAL QUESTIONER: You are at home in the world of idealism and humanitarianism.

spiritual + PISCES
SPIRIT AND GRACE: Yours is the sign of the quest, you feel at home in the realms of both heaven and earth.
SPIRITUAL STYLE GUIDE

BRANDS
GOOD: Free People
BETTER: Gaiam, Calypso, Eileen Fisher, Antik Batik
BEST: Alberta Ferreti, Urban Zen, AHA life, Edun, Haute Hippie, Etro

MAGAZINES
Real Simple, O, The Oprah Magazine

MOVIES
The Passion of the Christ, Ben-Hur, What Dreams May Come, City of Angels, Meet Joe Black, The Elephant Man, Life is Beautiful, Schindler’s List, The Nun’s Story, Forrest Gump, In the Name of the Father, The Sixth Sense, Ghandi, Resurrection

BOOKS
Entering the Castle: Finding the Inner Path to God and Your Soul’s Purpose by Caroline Myss, Anatomy of the Spirit: The Seven Stages of Power and Healing by Caroline Myss, A Return to Love by Marianne Williamson, Broken Open by Elizabeth Lesser, The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success by Deepak Chopra, The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho, What I know For Sure by Oprah Winfrey

TV SHOWS

MUSICAL TASTE
Relaxing, Ambient

HOT TOPICS
Retreats, Religion, Philosophy, Meditation, Yoga, Prayer, Afterlife, Synchronicity, Healing, Gratitude, Mythology, Astrology, Religious holidays

WEBSITES
beliefnet.com
farsideoftherainbow.com

BEST JOB SITES:
opportunityknocks.com, yogatrade.com, jewishjobster.com, workhalal.com

APPS
Calm, Lumi, ConZentrate, Tao Te Ching

FAVORITE PICKS
DRINK: Saki
CANDY: Ginger anything
DIET: The Raw Food Diet
EXERCISE: Yoga
FLOWER: Lotus Flower
VACATION: India, Ashrams, Omega Institute
MUST HAVES:
On This Rock jewelry